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Abstract 
The microstructure of a material is well known to strongly influence its macroscopic properties, 
such as strength, hardness, toughness, and wear resistance, which in turn affect material failure. In 
the reliability literature, most existing research conducts reliability analysis based on either lifetime 
data or degradation data. However, none of these studies take the material microstructure 
information into account. In this talk, I will present a novel reliability analysis of advanced high 
strength steel by utilizing its microstructure image information. Statistical models are proposed for 
the analysis, and statistical inferences of the proposed methodologies will be discussed. Simulation 
studies and designed physical experiments on advanced high strength steel will be shown to 
validate and demonstrate the proposed models. Results show that significant improvements can be 
achieved for reliability analysis by utilizing material microstructure information compared with 
existing methods that ignore the microstructures. 
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